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About This Game
Stationeers puts you in control of the construction and management of a space station either by yourself in single player, or
online multiplayer with your friends. Inspired 5d3b920ae0

Title: Stationeers
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
RocketWerkz
Publisher:
RocketWerkz
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: 64-bit Windows 7+
Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core Processor

English,German,Russian,French,Polish,Portuguese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Italian,Czech,Japanese
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Consolidated Patch Notes v0.1.1362.6552 : Another week and another bunch of bug fixes, quality of life improvements and a
couple of brand new security-based features! Handgun and SMG. Consolidated Patch Notes v0.1.1111.5605 : The rest of the
team is back at work now and have been looking at where priorities lay for the games continued development. Leading up to and
immediately following the early access release the focus was very heavily on fixing bugs and implementing easy quality-of-life
fixes, but we can now start looking at getting some of the planned and partially-implemented features into the game, while
continuing to deal with the less-impactful bugs and things like missing localization or user interface issues.. One year recap
video: Past and future : Check out our new Youtube video with an update and a look back on the past, present, and future for
Stationeers Development. Been a very busy month for the team! It's now been one year since we officially started the project,
when we originally only had two on it (Scott and myself).. Consolidated Patch Notes v0.1.1411.6759 : Week 4, patch 4! Last
week, we warned that with the new weekly patch cycle, some may contain less content than others. This is not one of those
weeks! For the builders, we have Elevators. For the engineers, we have expanded manufacturing automation and quality of life
improvements for the logic system.. Hotfix Patch Notes v0.1.1348.6486 : An issue was identified with the patch that got pushed
a couple of hours ago that made the new authoring tool a little too powerful, with its effects persisting even when it wasn't
wielded. This has now been rectified. Apologies to those who updated in the last hour and have to download another one, and
those affected by the issue. Version 0.1.1348.6486. Consolidated Patch Notes v0.1.1089.5513 : Fixes and logic changes. Hotfix
Patch Notes v0.1.1143.5721 : A quick hotfix to address some major bugfixes. Our team worked closely with community reports
to identify and solve a major atmospheric issue. Atmospheres were "disappearing" still, due to a threading issue. This has been
fixed! Additionally, improvements were made to terrain generation and water visualization. We're still working on the content
update, which some great new stuff coming! But we wanted to get these important fixes into your hands as soon as possible. A
big thank you to everyone in the community, without your support in the forums and on discord it would have been much harder
for us to catch and solve this major atmospheric issue! Version 0.1.1143.5721
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